No. R.I(1)158-II/2015 (ERS)  

Date: 7th Aug., 2017

To,  
All ANFO Manufacturers holding licence in Form LE-1 (Old Form- 38) under Explosives Rules, 2008 (ER).

Sub: Online submission of Monthly Returns (RE-2) by ANFO Manufacturers holding license in Form LE-1 (Old Form- 38) under Explosives Rules, 2008 (ER)- Reg.

Sir(s),

PESO has now launched an online module to submit daily records on ANFO manufacturing by the licence holders in Form LE-1 (Old Form- 38), so as to generate their Monthly Return in Form-(RE-2) on ANFO manufacturing.

A detailed guideline is given below to initiate process of online submission of Monthly Returns in Form-(RE-2) on ANFO manufacturing.

**Guidelines**

1.) Login to PESO’s Online Explosives Return System (ERS) using existing User ID & Password created for your LE-3 licence meant for explosives accessories.

2.) Add your ANFO manufacturing LE-1 Licence (Old Form- 38) Doc key No. in the User Profile screen through “Add Doc Key No.” Menu.

3.) Using the new Menu “RE-2 for ANFO Manufacturing”, add the current month.

4.) Now you can enter day to day ANFO manufacturing records on daily basis for the month created above. The day to day ANFO manufacturing entry is required to be entered online immediately after manufacturing & use of the ANFO explosive on day to day basis.
5.) At the end of the month, the monthly return in Form RE-2 (ANFO Manufacturing) can be saved and uploaded through “Upload RE-2 / RE-7” Menu for the online submission of RE-2. Thereafter, further entry/correction of ANFO manufacturing in Form RE-2 for the uploaded month will not be possible.

6.) All the above-mentioned facilities are available now in the ERS. The Guideline Document (Tutorial) and stepwise procedure is also made available on the same Login-page for your guidance.

Please note that the online submission of Monthly Returns in Form-(RE-2) on ANFO manufacturing is mandatory w.e.f. 1st October 2017. Mean while, all ANFO manufacturers holding licenses in Form LE-1 (Old Form-38) are advised to avail this facility and start submitting their Monthly Returns in Form-(RE-2) online and get themselves acquainted with the new system.

For any further query and support, you may email on support.ers@explosives.gov.in or call on at telephone Nos 0712-2510873 / 0712-2510291.

Yours faithfully,

(N. T. Shahu)
Jt. Chief Controller of Explosives (HOD)

Copy to:

All Head of Circle Offices, Sub-circle/Factory-attached Offices & Departmental Testing Station: They are advised to give wide publicity on this circular to all the ANFO manufacturers holding licenses in Form LE-1 (Old Form-38) in their respective jurisdiction.

Jt. Chief Controller of Explosives (HOD)